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Compensating poloidal flux 
change with OH coils 
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Objectives 
•   Verify that the compensation with OH-coils ramps is 

an appropriate technique: the plasma goes through 
configurations similar to those used in steady-field 
discharges. Physical effects should not differ 
considerably from those known except that now they 
can be evolved in one discharge 

•   Study the physics. The role of magnetic resonances 
in stellarator confinement is an important subject 
agreed upon in the past CWGM*: recommend 
discussing the physics in an iota-shear environment. 
With dynamic configuration scans, we expect doing a 
search of effects keeping low (close to vacuum) 
magnetic shear 

* E. Ascasíbar et al., Plasma and Fusion Research 3 S1004 (2008) 
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Results 

In the following slides we compile the results obtained 
to date from different diagnostics.  

Discharges analyzed: 

slow ramp 100_44  100_48:  18314, 18315, 18316 (8-IV-08) 
fast ramp 100_44  100_52:  18319, 18320 (8-IV-08) 

   18571, 18577, 18580, 18582, 18585, 18587 (23-IV-08) 
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Data from magnetics 

Graph of the frequencies associated to different modes for “slow” and “fast” scan discharges. In 
the right ordinate we show the normalized minor radius so the moving position of the vacuum low 
order resonances can be followed. The abscissa is the current in the helical windings of the TJ-II, 
but it can be converted (linearly) to time according to the calculations of configuration change in 
vacuum (see upper abscissa). 
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# 18580 

IST= magne0c coil, probe B, r/a≈1.2 

IS2= satura0on current, probe D, r/a ≈ 0.95 

V12= floa0ng poten0al, probe D, r/a ≈ 0.95 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# 18577 

IST= magne0c coil, probe B, r/a≈1.05 

IS2= satura0on current, probe D, r/a≈0.95 

V12= floa0ng poten0al, probe D, r/a≈0.95 

Edge probes (fast scan) 
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# 18577 

IST= magne0c coil, probe B, r/a≈1.05 

IS2= satura0on current, probe D, r/a≈0.95 

V12= floa0ng poten0al, probe D, r/a≈0.95 

Reconnection event? 
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SXR signals (from RX101 –bottom- to RX116 –top-; 
central chord is RX105, in blue) elliminating the chronos/
topos that corresponds to the average profile (otherwise 
the results would be the original SXR time-traces). 
Several events can be detected that affect the shape of 
the profiles (1095 ms; 1150 to 1180 ms with other event 
at 1165; and 1215 ms). 

The same for discharge #18314. The event at t = 1130 ms is 
barely appreciable in the raw signals. The event at t = 1215 
ms of discharge #18315 is not detected here, but the 
evolution is otherwise similar. 

SVD analysis on SXR signals, slow scan 

#18315 #18314 

See corresponding chronos/topos next 
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18315 18314 

First four chronos/topos of the bi-orthogonal decomposition of raw SXR data (one array) for two discharges with slow 
configuration change. As usual, they appear in order of significance. The second (red) chronos/topos is equivalent in both 
discharges despite the inverted signs. It indicates a contribution of radiation near the hard core that increases as of 1140 
(18315) or 1130 ms (18314). The vertical bars in the topos figures indicate central channel. The fourth topos is roughly 
symmetric with maxima around mid radius. 



Mirnov: 
m=5 
m=6 
m=3 

Evolution of the effective electron thermal diffusivity profiles for TJ-II discharge #18587. The analysis of Mirnov 
coil signals reveals modes that last –no spatial resolution- for some time (upper left corner; taken from previous 
slide). The Langmuir probe detects near the edge (data from shot #18577 or #18587?) modes with the 
frequencies and time-spans shown. Low values of the effective diffusivity are found around the path followed in 
the contour map by the lowest order resonances, 8/5 and 5/3. 
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Repetitions of the dynamic scan: LTe 

18852 18855 18857 

Contour maps of the magnitude LTe=Te/gradTe where its evolution can be followed in time for three 
discharges with similar densities where a “fast” scan (100_44  100_52) was performed. This 
illustrates the quality of the repetitions as such. Evidently, the experiments can be improved 
considerably; however the data are reasonably consistent and indicate that the electron temperature 
gradients are affected by the moving resonances. Upper signals: outer (red) and inner (black) edge 
bolometer. Bottom signal (blue): MIR5C 
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Effective electron thermal diffusivity (a preliminary analysis) for discharges 18314 (slow ramp) and 18319 (fast ramp). 
Low values are in purple, large values in red. 
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Summary 
•  Experiments with dynamic configuration scans already 

performed 
•  Slow/fast scans are consistent 
•  Edge diagnostics indicate presence of magnetic resonances 

roughly coincident with calculated vacuum evolution of 
resonances 

•  Reconstruction from bolometers/SXR in progress 
•  Interpretative analysis difficult with present data. Compatibility 

with lower Lte at resonance location (but not confirmed) 
•  Confinement NOT degraded in presence of resonances 

except… 
•  … for possible reconnection (transient) 
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